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Mei bill acceptor manual

Coupons, Reciquers, Growing, Interface, Bezel, Waladitor, Settings, Switches, Brightness, Installing, Meitechnical.com VN2700 Install Guide-Mei Installation Instructions VN2500 1. Set bill-encrypt and option switch (see Figure 1). Note: When you receive the product, all switches are closed. It will
automatically enable the following options: Accept a $1 bill. Accept four ways. High security accepted. 30ms on/50ms of plus (short plus) one plus per dollar. 2. Remove power from the welding machine. (Chatra 1) Important Note: Will reject the options above to keep any switch, and the bill will work
according to the accept and switch setting label! (See Figure 2). (Chitra 2) 3. Contact the appropriate interface rawmaterials with VN2500. The force (es) used in bill accounts and will cause the pin to bend or break. 4. Install the bill through the growing hole on the VN2500 accounts and on the growing
studs of the and on the welding machine. Safe using proper hardware. Note: At 110V units, attach the tie wrapped on the closest growing stend to the bill-encrypted and control connection. Pull-out wrap firmly around the enclosed wires, including earth (Chitra 3) Normal switch settings (Chitra 5) 5. At 110V
units, place the earth's wire ingotterminal on one of the growing studs and save it with proper hardware. (See figure 5). Important Note to OEMs: Set 5 Machine-Sk-Turn-Down Slulet Should Be Performed Before Facing The Village (Hello Vessel) Testing. 6. Load the coin tube of the skaka replacement
coin with enough coins (at least 10 each). 7. Apply power to the vendor and observe that the power signal on the back of the VN2500 is on the light and does not shine. Note: If the light glows, refer to the label located on the back of the magazine for an explanation of the evaluation code and check the
following: Power is applicable to the welding machine. The scka replacement is quite a change. Machine products. The vendor display does not indicate that the credit has been set up. 8. Check the Operation of vN2500 set-to-be-screw price for under $1 (see Vendor Operation Manual). Enter the $1 bill
and accept it and observe that stacked. Make a sit and verify the appropriate amount of change is back. Remove the bill from the magazine (see instructions on bill accept and labels located on the magazine). Cleaning the VN2500 series will often not need to be cleaned by magnetic sansing bill
acceptors. If cleaning is needed, use a soft fabric mostanad with light, non-scraping ditergent. Refer to the label located on the back of the magazine for cleaning instructions. Trouble shooting unit will not be dead (power). Use (es) may be loose, not properly attached, or blinking. If the Aardac T-Adapter
cable is used in power, the unit is corrupt. Check the source-quality to ensure that the electricity bill is being provided to the acapitaland. Red message lights shine twice (unqualified) Note: If the label is twice cited twice Magazine. Make sure there is enough change to cover all the low-ska tube sensors.
Check the settings on both the controller and bill accept and to make sure that appropriate interface options are being used. Check the Machine Preparation Service Guide for more information on interface options. Make sure the door switch is turned off on controller applications. Then make a time using
only coins. The unit takes a bill, but will not credit. Check the interface to switch to a scka match if the right interface option is being used. Single price applications should be in low level or high level interface mode. Mode.
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